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Recently, decentralization has been extensively explored by researchers. Blockchain, as a representation of
decentralized technology, has attracted attention with its unique characteristics, such as irrevocability and security. Consequently, herein, we introduce cutting-edge blockchain technologies from four directions: blockchain
system, consensus algorithms, smart contract, and scalability. Subsequently, we analyze the current lack of
consensus mechanism, fault tolerance, and block capacity of the blockchain, and the integration of blockchain
into 5G/6G mobile communication. Furthermore, we discuss the possible applications of blockchain in intellectual property protection, the Internet of Things, digital twins, standardization, and epidemic prevention and
control. Finally, explore the impacts and solutions of blockchain on human society beyond technology.

1. Introduction

extremely heavy data transmission. Furthermore, transactions on these
blocks should become transparent and visible, and a black box data
veriﬁcation mechanism must be developed to protect the user's digital
privacy. Fortunately, 5G/6G mobile communication technology and edge
computing provide opportunities for achieving the above blockchain
development [9–12].
To this end, we provide a comprehensive and systematic framework
in this perspective. In particular, we discuss the challenges and opportunities associated with blockchain. Then, we then anticipate and subdivide the potential applications of blockchain and explore issues beyond
technology that can signiﬁcantly affect the research and deployment of
blockchain.

Since Satoshi Nakamoto published a paper called Bitcoin: A Peer-toPeer Electronic Cash System in 2008, blockchain, a decentralized ledger and database technology, has been extensively discussed among researchers because of its irrevocability, collective maintenance,
traceability, and other promising characteristics [1,2]. With the development of big data, distributed storage, and 5G/6G network, blockchain
has been widely applied in various ﬁelds, such as governments, ﬁnances
and supply chains [3–7].
In this perspective, we consider the opportunities and challenges of
blockchain by reviewing the recent research in key technologies of bitcoin and Ethereum (i.e., two representatives of blockchain in cryptocurrency) considering consensus algorithms, smart contracts, scalability,
and other applications. To expand, blockchain must upgrade from
blockchain 1.0, which is simply a programmable cryptocurrency system,
to blockchain 2.0, a programmable ﬁnancial system, or blockchain 3.0,
i.e., a programmable social system [8]. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of
blockchain. However, to enable, the following problems must be solved.
First, a new consensus mechanism that does not rely on computing power
must be urgently developed to save energy sources and break the monopoly of “big computing power” institutions on the recording right. In
addition, the storage capacity of the blockchain must be substantially
improved to facilitate its application in big data scenarios that rely on

2. Background
To justify our blockchain vision, we begin by providing the background of key blockchain technologies that cover the blockchain system,
consensus algorithms, smart contracts, and scalability.
2.1. Blockchain system
Blockchain is the key technology of the digital cryptocurrency system
represented by bitcoin. It is a model based on distributed ledgers,
asymmetric encryption, consensus mechanism, smart contracts, and
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randomly chosen to validate the next block. To become a validator, a
node must deposit a certain number of coins into the network as a stake.
The size of the stake determines the possibility of a validator being
chosen to forge the next block. As a reward, the node receives the fees
associated with each transaction.
Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS). DPoS is designed as an implementation scheme for digital democracy. A ﬁxed number of delegates
between 21 and 101 are voted by relevant stakeholders. These elected
delegates will validate transactions and are rewarded accordingly. Each
stakeholder receives several votes proportional to the number of coins
owned, or they delegate these stakes to another stakeholder on the
network. Therefore, compared with PoW; however, this improved
transaction speed weakens the degree of decentralization in DPoS.
Raft. Raft is a typical consensus algorithm used in distributed systems
that divide nodes in distributed systems into three roles: Leader, Follower, and Candidate. It transmits heartbeats to other nodes through the
Leader node for log synchronization and uses the election mechanism to
deal with the downtime of some nodes in the distributed system. However, Raft only tolerates (N - 1)/2 faulty nodes and not malicious nodes.
Thus, it is generally used in private chain scenarios [21,22].
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). Unlike Raft, PBFT can
tolerate (N - 1)/3 malicious nodes. It is commonly used in alliance chains.
In PBFT, the client sends a request to the Leader node, and the Leader
node responds by sending a pre-prepare message to other nodes. After
receiving this message, other nodes conduct a consensus check. Every
node that accepts the request sends a prepare message to other nodes.
When the prepare messages are received from more than 2f nodes, each 2f
node broadcasts the commit message to other nodes. For each 2f þ 1
commit message received, most nodes have reached a consensus, and the
nodes execute the request and write data. Additionally, PBFT designs an
impeachment mechanism to ensure the safety of the Leader node [23].
For clarity, we summarize the pros and cons of different consensus
algorithms in Table 1.
Although these ﬁve consensus algorithms have certain advantages
over conventional consensus algorithms, they also have disadvantages,
such as the inverse proportionality between efﬁciency and degree of
decentralization (i.e., efﬁciency decreases as the degree of decentralization increases, and vice versa).

Fig. 1. Evolution of blockchain.

other core technologies independent of any third party that achieves
decentralization with security and anonymity. With the development of
blockchains, digital cryptocurrency, consensus mechanism, and distributed storage technology, block chains provide effective solutions for the
trust in the open networks and the security of data storage in centralized
institutions [13–15].
Blockchains usually do not directly save original data or transaction
records; instead, they save their hash values by encoding the original
data into a string of numbers and letters of a speciﬁc length. These
encoded strings are then recorded in the blockchain. Hash functions have
many excellent characteristics suitable for storing blockchain data.
Through such a unidirectional process, the input value can barely be
reversed by the hash output. Additionally, the process of converting
different length inputs data to hash values takes an equal amount of time,
guaranteeing the in-time processing of the input data. Moreover, it produces a ﬁxed output length that facilitates processing later. Notably, even
with a one-bit input difference, the hash process produces a signiﬁcantly
different output value and ensures its randomness [16].
2.2. Consensus algorithms

2.3. Smart contract

Because no centralized organization managing and controlling
blockchain exist, blockchain implementation encounters trust problems.
To reach a consensus among users, peers in blockchain networks must
abide by the same protocol. This mutual trust mechanism used in the
blockchain is constructed based on consensus. Members of the blockchain make codecisions using consensus algorithms [17]. A consensus
must satisfy the following necessities.

Bitcoin is simply a distributed ledger used to record cryptocurrency
transactions without any other functions. Ethereum has applied smart
contract technology in its blockchain, making it applicable to several
scenarios. A smart contract is a piece of code running on the blockchain
that controls digital assets and speciﬁes the rights and obligations agreed
upon by the contract participants; a smart contract is automatically
executed in the blockchain. No one can intervene in the execution of a
smart contract once it goes online and keeps running without any intermediaries [24]. Ethereum develops smart contracts based on solidity
(similar in syntax to Javascript).

● Consistency. The preﬁx of the blockchain saved by all honest nodes
is the same.
● Effectiveness. The information published by an honest node is
eventually recorded in its blockchain by all other honest nodes.
Currently, blockchain consensus algorithms satisfying the above necessities can be divided into ﬁve categories [18–20].
Proof-of-Work (PoW). PoW is one of the earliest consensus algorithms. Before a group of transactions (i.e., a block) is recorded into the
blockchain, nodes perform SHA256 calculations on the block and make
the ﬁrst target bit of the block's hash value become zero by modifying the
value of the random number nonce in the blockhead. Consequently, the
node that ﬁrst discovers the random number obtains the accounting right
and receives rewards. However, PoW utilizes considerable computing
power when scrambling for the accounting right, and substantial resources and time are wasted before reaching a consensus. Thus, PoW is
unsuitable for commercial applications.
Proof-of-Stake (PoS). Instead of having the validators perform some
of the computation, PoS uses an election process in which one node is

Table 1
Pros and cons of three commonly utilized consensus algorithms.
Consensus
Algorithm

Advantage

Disadvantage

PoW

DPoS

Full decentralization
Antiattack property
Efﬁcient wire transfer
High energy efﬁciency
High-energy efﬁciency

Raft

High efﬁciency

PBFT

High efﬁciency
High safety and activity

Low energy efﬁciency
Inefﬁcient wire transfer
Easy to monopolize
Threat to security
Vulnerability
Less decentralization
Limited applications
Does NOT tolerate malicious
nodes
High-communication complexity
Rely on network quality

PoS
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Owing to the irrevocable nature of the blockchain, a smart contract
submitted to the blockchain cannot be modiﬁed; hence, the code is
repeatedly debugged for errors before submitting. The Decentralized
Autonomous Organization (DAO) is a decentralized autonomous venture
fund based on Ethereum. Users on Ethereum can use Ether to participate
in investment projects on the DAO and invest in blockchain projects
through collective-decision based on the voting mechanism. If some users
do not wish to participate in the investment projects approved by most
people, they build a child DAO by splitting the existing DAO. This further
reﬂects the democratic system. However, in the past, a tiny process
mistake occurred in splitting the DAO code, allowing hackers to steal 50
million Ether [25,26]. This also caused the Ethereum team to hard fork
Ethereum to Ethereum Classic (ETC) and Ethereum (ETH).
2.4. Scalability
All transaction records in the bitcoin blockchain are stored in the
Merkle tree (a tree structure based on Hash pointers), wherein only full
nodes can save transaction information; the root Hash of the Merkle tree
is subsequently stored in the blockhead. Therefore, considering the
network propagation delay, the bitcoin blockchain was initially designed
with a capacity limit of 1 MB per block. Each transaction or smart contract of Ethereum consumes the fee GasUsed, which controls the size of
the block through the GasLimit ﬁeld of each block, and allows the validator of each block to adjust the GasLimit of the last block by adding or
subtracting 1/1024. However, with an increasing number of users, the
amount of data in each block will reach the upper limit, and the block
capacity limit makes it impossible to apply Ethereum to some scenarios
involving big data storage [28,29] (c.f. Fig. 2 for more details).
Expanding the information capacity under the premise of ensuring the
transmission efﬁciency for applications in big data is an open problem
that requires further investigation. Currently, the key technologies for
blockchain capacity expansion include two schemes as shown in Fig. 3:
layer-1 (on-chain scaling) and layer-2 (off-chain scaling) [30,31].
On-chain scaling proposals recommend directly modifying the block
capacity cap to accommodate more transactions. In Bitcoin Improvement
Proposal (BIP) 101, the upper limit of block capacity was increased to
8 MB through a hard fork in January 2016 and has since doubled every
two years. In BIP102, it is recommended to increase the block capacity
from 1 to 2 MB. Although these two proposals expand the block capacity,
they are limited by network bandwidth. When the network propagation
delay is large, the risk of solitary block increases.
The key to off-chain scaling is to allow transactions to be completed
off-chain. This usually requires building a second layer network on the

Fig. 3. Key technologies of blockchain capacity expansion.

blockchain network, e.g., the lightning network. The lightning network is
mainly composed of Revocable Sequence Maturity Contract (RSMC) and
Hashed Time Lock Contract (HTLC), in which RSMC allows users to
create two-way off-chain micropayment channels and achieve unlimited
quick off-chain transfers within the limit. HTLC allows users who do not
directly establish channels to transfer through other cooperative users
while ensuring that funds are not lost through forwarding errors or malicious behaviors of the cooperative users.
3. Challenges and opportunities
Although the bitcoin blockchain was proposed in 2008, its audience is
still small until 2017. Even with the increased awareness regarding bitcoin blockchain now, many technological improvements are still
required. To accelerate technological progress on the blockchain, we
discuss the potential opportunities and challenges of blockchain by
analyzing the limitations of canonical blockchain technology and the
impacts of other technological developments on the blockchain.
3.1. Increasingly centralized blockchain
The PoW consensus algorithm adopted by bitcoin wastes computing
power and energy. Each transaction consumes approximately
657.39 kWh, which is equivalent to the average power consumption of

Fig. 2. Average block size of bitcoin over the last 12 years [27].
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3.3. Parameters of bitcoin

59 days per household in the United Kingdom. Bitcoin mining generates
10.71 kilotons of e-waste every year, which is equivalent to the amount
of waste generated by the country of Luxembourg in a year [32,33].
Moreover, the scrambling for accounting rights is entirely dependent on
computing power. Therefore, computing nodes use Application Speciﬁc
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chips, which can only be used for mining, to
build mining pools. These nodes use a majority of the computing power
in the blockchain network. In 2014, GHash.IO large mining utilized more
than half of the available computing power to launch 51 % attacks
[34–37]. As shown in Fig. 4, the current distribution of computing power
in major mining pools is spread out across numerous categories.
However, several large mining pools account for a considerable
proportion of the computing power, and thus face the risk of united attacks [38]. Consequently, ordinary users ﬁnd it difﬁcult to obtain accounting rights, and hence, users are divided as consumers and recorders.
This contradicts the principle of decentralization and deviates from the
main purpose of blockchain design; this does not support the development of blockchain. Although Ethereum adopts different consensus
mechanisms, it also relies on memory, and the shared
authorization-certiﬁcation mechanism does not eliminate its dependence
on tokens. Thus, a new consensus mechanism that is independent of
hardware and money needs to be developed urgently [39,40].

When bitcoin design began in July 2010, Nakamoto set an adjustment
cycle for mining difﬁculty spanning 2016 blocks, with each block size
being limited to 1 MB. Consequently, the block time can be conﬁgured to
about 10 min [43]. These parameters were set to prevent the whole node
from being limited by the physical conditions of both the network and
hardware. These physical limitations result in delayed veriﬁcation and an
unsynchronized ledger in the time domain. Additionally, the set-up by
Nakamoto following the network conditions at that time, without
rigorous mathematical derivation and reasoning. With the development
of 5G/6G mobile communication technology, the block time can be
reduced, and the parameters can be optimized using various mathematical methods.
3.4. High threshold
Unlike traditional centralized architectures, most blockchain applications do not have clients, and when they do have clients, it is more
difﬁcult to start the execution of the blockchain. For example, Ethereum,
which currently has the most users and is the most widely used client
geth, also uses command-line operations. Smart contracts written in
programming languages may be unreadable for ordinary users, let alone
participate in and publish smart contracts. Therefore, ordinary users
typically ﬁnd it difﬁcult to participate in the blockchain. Currently, most
users manage blockchain accounts through wallet software, which is also
centralized, thereby risking the user's account security. Thus, the blockchain audience is limited to computer-related professionals and enthusiasts, and this does not support the universal development of blockchain.
To resolve this dilemma, the decentralized client based on peer-to-peer
technology was released by the blockchain application development
team, allowing users to conduct blockchain transactions using the
traditional centralized system interaction habits. This software classiﬁes
clients as light nodes, full nodes, and mining clients based on their needs
and provides a formally veriﬁed smart contract template for users to use.
In this manner, the development of blockchain technology is expedited.

3.2. Zero fault tolerance
Owing to the irreversibility of blockchain, users are required to be
highly cautious in every step of operation; nevertheless, users inevitably
face some of the following issues.
● Loss of the private key, which cannot be recovered. Consequently, the
money in the blockchain account is permanently frozen.
● Misoperations, such as mistransfer, cannot be reversed.
● It is difﬁcult to dispose of increasing bad debts in Unspent Transaction
Outputs (UTXO).
Similarly, once the smart contract in Ethereum is written into the
blockchain, it cannot be modiﬁed. A loophole in the smart contract can
cause irreparable loss [41,42]. Therefore, the code review of the smart
contract must be strengthened. Moreover, easier software tests for smart
contracts were different. Currently, we need to build a local test blockchain network that simulates user behavior.

3.5. IPv6
An IPv6 address is 128 bits. Theoretically, the IPv6 protocol assigns
an IP address to any electronic device. As a direct consequence, all networked devices can obtain a unique public network IP and can bind the
IP address to the Mac address as necessary. Combining IPv6 addresses
with the public key to the blockchain for identity mapping purposes will
help promote the identity of the blockchain and ensure the security and
reliability of the Internet. Additionally, network operators can apply the
blockchain to manage IP addresses, thereby achieving spontaneous
management and organization of network access devices; the blockchain
can be used to build a decentralized IPv6 distribution mechanism to
break the monopoly of network operators on IP addresses.
3.6. Policy support
As mentioned in the previous article, the development of blockchain
technology should follow three stages. Typical applications exist for the
ﬁrst two stages: the programmable currency stage (blockchain 1.0),
represented by encrypted electronic currency with payment and circulation currency functions such as Bitcoin and Litecoin, and the programmable ﬁnancial stage (blockchain 2.0) that supports smart
contracts, as represented by Ethereum. In the blockchain 3.0 stage, the
application scenarios of blockchain are expected to grow from the
ﬁnancial attributes of payment to the programmable society stage.
Currently, our research goal is to realize blockchain 3.0, which is strongly
supported by various countries and governments because it will provide
great opportunities for the development of blockchain at the application
level.

Fig. 4. Current distribution of computing power in major mining
pools [27].
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4. Potential applications

automatically perform information transmission without information
screening and cannot determine the reliability of information sources
[55]. Blockchain provides a new idea and solution to IoT challenges
considering scalability, cooperation ability, trust relationship, security,
and privacy protection [56,57]. In particular, the decentralization characteristics of blockchain reduce the load of the centralized architecture
and reduce the high operation and maintenance costs [58]. All data
transmitted through blockchain are encrypted, and user data and privacy
are more secure [59]. Identity rights management and multi-party
consensus help to identify illegal nodes and prevent malicious nodes
from accessing the system [60]. As long as the data is written into the
blockchain, tampering with it is difﬁcult. The chain structure helps build
a veriﬁable and traceable electronic storage [61]. The distributed architecture of blockchain and the characteristics of peer-to-peer transmission help to break the existing multiple information islands of the IoT,
establish a mutual trust mechanism at low cost, and promote the horizontal ﬂow of information and inter-network cooperation [62–64].

Blockchain aims to achieve a decentralized ledger. Because of its
decentralization, security, and irrevocable characteristics, blockchain is
widely used in cryptocurrencies and other ﬁelds such as smart grids, data
management, and military [44–47]. The potential applications of
blockchain are illustrated in Fig. 5.
4.1. Intellectual property protection
There is no concept of balance in bitcoin. All legitimate bitcoin
transactions can be traced to the outputs of previous transactions. All
unspent transaction outputs are stored in UTXO. In the case of the loss of
private keys and other problems, bitcoin can be permanently stored in
UTXO, leading to a continuous expansion of UTXO. Bitcoin users can
permanently nullify bitcoin through transparent unsuspended/prunable
outputs and ﬁll in the information after executing RETURN to realize
digital commitment. Thus, bitcoin will always be locked in the bitcoin
blockchain. This feature can be used to put the hash value of intellectual
property information after RETURN. When intellectual property disputes
arise, they can be proved by publishing the original content to protect the
above intellectual property.

4.3. Digital twins
Digital Twins describes a physical object and its relationship with
each other digitally. It links the digital simulation image with the physical world. The digital world can judge the result in advance using prediction, trial and error, and automatic feedback to the physical world to
adapt the production or operation mode [65]. It requires high reliability
of data sources as well as high consistency between digital and real data.
Blockchain is used to improve system security because of its data transparency, nontemporality, and other characteristics [66,67]. Reliable
transmission of the data mapping process using blockchain is conducive
to improving the accuracy and reliability of the prediction results [68,
69]. It has similar applications in virtual reality scenes. Research on
spatial information systems requires spatial data visualization for real
data [70]. The process of extracting real-world information and mapping
it to the virtual world using geographic blocks is a nontrivial task. In this
process, data interpretation errors and data tampering may occur. We
believe that blockchain technology can be applied to data organization to
achieve safe and reliable data mapping, but when organizing spatial data,
we generally use Hash Geo Code to perform two-dimensional table-like
indexing [71] and traditional blockchains are unsuitable for storing
tabular geographic information data. Therefore, the blockchain propagation method can change from a one-way Hash linked list to a central
point radiation propagation to represent two-dimensional data with
location information. It provides a multidimensional, reliable experimental environment that ﬁts the real layer for theoretical research using
the virtual layer.

4.2. Internet of Things (IoT)
With the help of low-cost computing, cloud computing, big data
analysis, and mobile technology, IoT interconnects embedded devices
using sensors through private or public networks, reduces human intervention as much as possible, and realizes seamless communications
among people, processes, and goods [48–50]. However, most current
applications of IoT are related to smart homes and the Internet of vehicles, which contain considerable private information. In addition, IoT
devices may be simultaneously managed by multiple managers; thus, the
centralized network architecture faces the risk of privacy disclosure
[51–54]. Moreover, because of its automaticity, most IoT devices

4.4. Standardization
With the development of the economy and technology, to achieve the
best production and operation orders together with economic beneﬁts,
most industries should formulate, issue, and implement uniﬁed standards
to break trade barriers and promote technological cooperation. However,
the formulation of these standards is often monopolized by leading enterprises or vested interest groups in the industry. To maximize their
interests, the standards are designed to conform to their production
conditions, unfavorable to the development of small- and medium-sized
enterprises in the same industry. Considering this, blockchain technology
can help maintain fairness for a standardization process [72].
4.5. Blockchain provides a reliable data source for Artiﬁcial Intelligence
(AI)
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) technology has become one of the most
popular technologies recently. This technology performs data statistics
on numerous training sets and extracts models from data for predictions
[73]. The prediction quality depends on the quality of the training sets.

Fig. 5. Potential applications of blockchain and future blockchain.
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structure on human society. In this section, we discuss the problems
brought by blockchains and their solutions from the two directions of
standards and supervision.

For practical applications of AI, the most difﬁcult part is not model
building, but feature engineering, including cleaning abnormal data. The
data on the blockchain is open and transparent and thus cannot be
tampered with. Hence, these data show high reliability. A high-quality
training set can break the “data island,” promote data ﬂow for sharing,
and form a free and open data market. In turn, AI can empower the
blockchain. In particular, AI can enhance the consensus algorithm using
optimized neural networks, improve the efﬁciency and scalability of the
transfer process and smart contracts, and achieve the self-regulation of
the public chain.

5.1. Blockchain standard
Owing to the rapid development of bitcoin, many people regard
blockchains as a ﬁnancial tool but do not understand the blockchain
technology itself. Some companies obtain investment through the speculation of blockchain, and even some Multi-Level Marketing (MLM) institutions disguise virtual currency as blockchain electronic currency for
sale. Many applications claim to be based on blockchain technology, but
it is difﬁcult for nonprofessional users to judge their underlying technology; hence, third-party certiﬁcation bodies must develop standards
and speciﬁcations to evaluate and authenticate the blockchain system,
which supports the wide application of blockchain.

4.6. Federated learning
With the continuous development of AI, many scenarios applying AI
technology will improve the user experience or production efﬁciency
[74]. However, most AI computing tasks are currently concentrated on
the central server of the enterprise. AI applications collect user data and
upload it to the central server for training, causing the risk of privacy
leakage. Federated Learning is committed to solving such problems [75]
by delegating AI training tasks to the terminal for execution. Each terminal should only train on its local data, and then upload the trained
gradient to the server, which uses the Federated Averaging algorithm to
integrate these gradients and then publishes them to each node. Two
issues must be considered in this process. One issue is the inﬂuence of
network propagation delay on training speed. However, with research on
6G mobile communication technology, the characteristics of high reliability and low delay have brought new development opportunities to
federated learning [76,77]. The second problem is that the server deduces the characteristics of the user's data through the gradient, and the
user's data face the risk of leakage. In response to this problem, blockchain technology can be used to link each terminal node in federated
learning to achieve a decentralized federated learning system that ensures data consistency while protecting user data privacy [78].

5.2. Blockchain supervision
Blockchain can be used for illegal transactions because of its anonymity, as it makes tracking the identity of criminals more difﬁcult.
However, the transaction data stored on the block, including the public
keys of both sides of the transaction, are transparent and open. Therefore,
as long as the trader participates in ofﬂine transactions, its anonymity can
be easily destroyed. The centralized database maintained by the regulatory department can be used to map accounts on the blockchain
through tracking transactions and via other supervise the blockchain.
6. Conclusions
In this perspective, we introduced key technologies of blockchain,
discussed the current problems and opportunities of blockchain in
combination with the development of other technologies. We also studied the combination of blockchain and other academic ﬁelds and proposed several potential application scenarios. Finally, we discussed the
impact of blockchain on human social life and future development
directions.
We propose that future blockchain technology should be scalable, and
efﬁcient consensus mechanisms that do not rely on computing power
should be the main research direction. Editable blockchain technology
broadens its application scenarios and effectively integrates blockchain
with AI, IoT, and other ﬁelds. The effective combination of other ﬁelds
has realized the transformation of most traditional centralized applications to becoming decentralized, and now, blockchain can “link” the
future.

4.7. Epidemic prevention and control
The COVID-19 outbreak occurred worldwide in 2019, killing hundreds of thousands of people. Not only has human life been drastically
affected, but the global economy has also been severely damaged,
particularly the import and export trade [79]. The traditional
supply-chain management system relies on centralized records, making it
difﬁcult to trace the origin of goods, and the suppliers cannot prove their
innocence. Because of a chain structure, blockchain is suitable for supply
chain tracking. First, its multiparty common maintenance features build a
trust mechanism among users. Second, operators at all levels must record
their electronic signatures on the blockchain, which supports epidemic
identiﬁcation and tracking. While realizing the prevention and control of
epidemic situations, it also guarantees the normal progress of international trade.
In addition to supply chain tracking, numerous material donations
were made during the outbreak of the epidemic. Owing to the relevant
funds or regulatory authorities, problems such as inefﬁcient material
distribution and opaque information appeared. Blockchain technology
can be used to build an epidemic public welfare information transfer and
publicity platform to improve efﬁciency while enhancing information
transparency. Additionally, during the epidemic, various rumors spread
on the Internet, causing serious social panic. Current information on the
Internet lacks credibility, making it difﬁcult for citizens to identify relevant and real information. Blockchain technology can be used to build
online public opinion releases. Such a platform can accurately track the
spreaders of rumors while reducing supervision costs.
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